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I am a Nurse Practitioner with an additional Masters in Health Education  for 42 years 

and I work with Breast Cancer Patients. I am tremendously OPPOSED to H B 2215. I 

have had multiple patients harmed by living near nuclear facilities in other states 

 

 We do not need nuclear facilities in the state of Oregon and there has not been any 

successful situation in dealing with the spent nuclear waste that will be around for 

millennia either. We have other options with clean safe  hydro power, wind, wave 

technology and some solar that would be tremendously better in the state, than 

having nuclear power or nuclear waste storage facilities that historically have been 

hazardous.  

 

I have 4 women who were "Down Winders" of the Hanford Nuclear site. Two of them 

had fathers  that were nuclear scientists and they all had to live on the Hanford site 

and pee in a cup every week to see if there had been a nuclear accident/ or nuclear 

radioactive leak as children. 

 

 All 4 of these women developed breast cancer, 2 also had ovarian cancer. ALL of 

their other family members as Down Winders or living on the Hanford site had 

cancers of varying types: Prostate,  most of them had thyroid cancer,  lung, leukemia, 

bone cancer, stomach and more cases of breast and ovarian cancers in the other 

family members of my 4 patients. 

 

This would be total negligence to have a nuclear facility or nuclear waste stored in 

Oregon. The medical bills for people that you will harm over time with cancers and 

their loss of income and financial ruin does NOT justify this wimpy idea that this will 

some how solves global warming in this state. 

 

"The S M R track record so far 

 

The track record so far points to the same kind of dismal economic failure for S M Rs 

as their larger cousins. Figure 2 shows the capital cost escalation for the proposed 

Nu Scale reactor and actual costs of two foreign S M Rs. As a result, the total cost of 

a proposed project in Idaho using the Nu Scale design has already risen from around 

$3 billion, in 2015, to $6.1 billion, in 2020, long before any concrete has been 

poured." 

https://www.ewg.org/news-insights/news/why-small-modular-nuclear-reactors-wont-

help-counter-climate-crisis 

 



The whole track record of this state  pushing v ax mandates for shots that did not 

stop transmission, and were NOT safe or effective and now causing CV v ax injuries 

and CV deaths due to the experimental shots and not dealing with that either is 

horrendous.  Do not increase the more than 41 percent of all cause mortality that 

exists ( according to National Life Insurance Companies since they are paying out for 

these CV jab caused deaths since 2021) due to the CV shots and add to that the 

suffering and costs of harming the Oregon citizens with a nuclear threat / materials/ 

building a plant/ storing radioactive waste....is abhorrent. 

 

. Watch the US Senate Hearing with Senator Ron Johnson 12-7-22 which is on 

Children's Health Defense TV to actually learn something before you harm anyone 

else.  A US Senate Hearing should not be a "Conspiracy Theorist Platform" 

 

I have been a Democrat for 38 years and now I am a registered Republican.....what 

you have done in the governance of this state is deplorable.  

 

Do not add to your mess. This will NOT fix the "Climate Issue" in this state. 

 

 

 


